Electron tomography is a powerful tool in elucidating the three-dimensional architecture of large biological complexes and subcellular organelles. Its use can be expanded through the simplification of the tomographic procedure by automation of its tasks. In this paper, we describe our EMACT/ EMCAT system, which automates both tomographic data collection and reconstruction.
INTRODUCTION
In 1968, the bacteriophage T4 tail was reconstructed demonstrating that tomography, a method which constructs a three-dimensional (3D) object from its projections, could be used for analyzing macromolecular and supramolecular structures (Klug, 1968) . The introduction of intermediate voltage electron microscopes further extended the technique by providing the means to examine very large and nonsymmetrical subcellular organelles, at resolutions beyond what would be possible using light microscopy. Recent studies using electron tomography on a variety of cellular organelles and assemblies such as centrosomes (Moritz, 1995) , kinetochores (McEwen, 1993) , and chromatin (Woodcock, 1994) have clearly demonstrated the power of this technique for obtaining 3D structural information on nonsymmetrical cell components. When combined with biochemical and molecular observations, these 3D reconstructions have provided significant new insights into biological function.
Although the information that tomography provides is unique, its use as a general tool in the biological community has been sparse. Perhaps the most important drawback has been the requirement for an intimate knowledge of the entire tomographic process from data collection to the reconstruction. Tomographic data collection requires the collection of a large number of tilted views of the same sample (typically >100) at fine tilt intervals (<1.5°) covering an angular range in excess of Ϯ60°. Because it is impossible the make the sample perfectly eucentric, specimen tilting results in both an X-Y translation and an alteration in focus. Thus, each image has to be recentered and refocused. In addition, the images must be converted to digital form and precisely aligned with one another before the reconstruction can be calculated. Not surprisingly, this is an extremely exacting and labor-intensive procedure. Recently, efforts have been made to simplify parts of tomography through the development of automated data collection systems (Dierksen, 1992; Koster, 1993) . These systems automate the tilting, translating, focusing, and picture-taking steps that make up a typical data collection. If done manually, this process is both time-consuming due to the large number of images needed to be collected and also suboptimal because of the high dose to which the sample is exposed during the execution of these actions. With an automated data collection a marked reduction in both time and dose is achieved (Braunfeld, 1994; , improving the quality of the data collected.
Our approach to simplifying and integrating the entire process has been to combine all aspects of a tomographic study: data collection, reconstruction, and image interpretation within one system. With our system, both data collection and reconstruction are automated to make tomography more approachable to the average user. Ease, reliability, and speed have been emphasized. In this paper we describe our automated EMACT/EMCAT system for data collec-tion and reconstruction. The EMACT/EMCAT system was developed using the IVE image visualization environment (Chen, 1996) which also makes up our image interpretation system.
EMACT (ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC AUTOMATED COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY)
The ability to automate tomographic data collection has depended on the development of autotuning methods (Erasmus, 1982; Smith, 1983) which allow for automatic measurement and setting of image parameters for the transmission electron microscope (TEM). Through the autotuning process, deviations from ideality in these parameters reveal themselves as image displacements which can be accurately measured through cross-correlation approaches. Over the years, refinements were made to incorporate beam tilt-induced shift measurements (van der Mast, 1984; Nomura, 1987; Koster, 1987) which are now a standard part of today's automated tomography systems (Dierksen, 1992; Koster, , 1993 . To a large extent, the reliability of autotuning depends on the accurate calibration of the microscope controls. Typically, calibration matrices are determined for beam shift, image shift, and focus and take into account all linear relationships between the controls and the TEM parameters values. Of equal importance is the use of digital recording devices such as a CCD camera which possess the linearity, dynamic range, and sensitivity needed to collect images from objects that are low in contrast and demand minimal beam irradiation.
For EMACT, the autotuning methods along with other generalized functions are an integral part of the tomography package and will be discussed before the actual design and implementation of the tomographic collection is described. Much of what will be presented for the software environment will also apply as well to the general platform upon which our reconstruction system, EMCAT, is built.
Instrumentation
The system is built around a Phillips EM430 intermediate voltage TEM (300 kV/LaB6) with a Phillips C400 microscope/computer interface unit providing a link to all the TEM's functions. Images are acquired through a prototype 12 bits/pixel cooled (Ϫ35°C) slow scan CCD camera attached to a Photometrics controller (Thompson CCD chip 1024 2 pixels and 19 ϫ 19 um) with a readout rate of 2 ϫ 10 6 pixels/ sec. Imaging control, display, and processing were built around a Personal IRIS 4D35 (Silicon Graphics, Inc., Sunnyvale CA) workstation. For fast image acquisition and cross-correlation calculations, we use a four processor Shamrock array processor providing 320 Mflops (SKY Computers, Inc., Chelmsmord MA).
General Software Design
File management. Since a reconstruction data set can range from 50 to 200 Mbytes of data, it is important to give careful consideration to the file format chosen to manage the data. The most essential criteria are (1) that there exists a single header that is a part of the same file as the data and (2) that the 3D data set itself is entirely contained in one file. The MRC variable-length extended header format satisfies these requirements. The 1024-byte header contains most of the geometric and physical contents of the file. This is followed by an extended header which for tomography contains specialized information associated with each image section such as tilt and image shifts values. Extended header information is useful both for the later processing steps and for the automated data collection where the ability to restore the data collection conditions of the previously collected section is needed. The end of the extended header marks the beginning of the data storage space. Each data section representing a 2D image is stored consecutively within the file ''stack.'' Random access to the each section, some sections, or part of a given section is available through interpretation of the stored header.
Image visualization environment. Figure 1 illustrates the typical data collection layout created with the IVE. Four windows are each assigned a unique role in the data collection process. Window (W) 1 displays only images written out to the data file. Because of the adjustable depth size assigned to W1, each image in the data stack can be viewed by scrolling through sections stored in this window. Automation of data collection makes this feature necessary in order to provide a history of collected images for the operator who is not always present. In contrast, W2 is primarily devoted to images that are acquired but not written to disk. Typically, images taken for use in the automatic determination of both focus and tracking are directed to this window. The process of cross-correlating two images plays an integral role in the automation of tomography. Both W3 and W4 were designed take part in this process; whereas W3 accepts images from W1 or W2 as references for cross-correlation, W4 displays a pictorial representation of the cross-correlation peak. In addition to allow for easy operation of the data collection program, a menu-based format was developed for all functions. This type of format provides a way to group functions in a simple and clear-cut fashion for the user. Selection of functions in the menu are made convenient through interactions with a mouse or a button box. In addition, color cues are used to indicate the particular status of the different elements in the menu. Whether an element contains help information or can be edited, used for updating the general status, or toggled on or off are all indicated by the color assigned to the element. Default values are provided for all possible inputs; meanwhile customized environments specifying individual parameters, current filenames, and window and FIG. 1. EMact window and menu layout for a typical data collection. The upper left window displays the last saved image. The upper right window, W2, shows that the sample has drifted from the center of the image. W3, bottom left window, holds the reference image which will be used for cross-correlation purposes during the automated tracking steps. In W4, bottom right, the peak obtained from cross-correlating images in W2 and W3 is depicted indicating the amount of image shift/drift to be corrected. Shown to the right of the windows are the menus containing most of the data collection functions. For clarity, these text windows which would normally run down the righthand side of the screen have been significantly enlarged. AUTOMATED ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY menu placement can also be saved and restored at any time.
Autotuning and Generalized Functions
Correction and calibration files. Within EMACT, applications were created for the easy correction of CCD camera inhomogeneities as well as for the straightforward calibration of the TEM parameters for beam shift, image shift, and defocus. Since the method for CCD corrections and TEM parameter calibrations have been well reviewed in previous work only a brief discussion about the method will ensue. Simply stated, the gain and offset of each pixel is determined and stored in a ''correction'' file. The gain of each pixel is obtained by determining its intensity over a series of exposure times whereas the offset is calculated from the mean of a series of dark current readings. Abnormally responding pixels are identified and corrections for all pixels are applied as the data is acquired. The second file, termed the ''calibration'' file, is created by measuring the image displacements induced by changing each of the TEM parameters by a known quantity. These measurements are used in the creation of the calibration matrices which determine the amount of ''counts'' applied to a TEM parameter to correct a measured image displacement.
Image positioning and focusing. Once the appropriate calibration and correction files have been obtained, automatic adjustment of image positions and focus are made possible. By simply using a cursor to select first the current position of a feature in an image and then the position on the image where it is to be moved, the image will be translated to the new spot through adjustments in the beam shift and image shift coils determined by the distance between the two positions and the conversion from the calibration file. Note that the beam shift adjustments are not required for the actual image shifting but instead are needed to ensure that the illumination remains centered on the image after the shift. Another way to adjust image position is through crosscorrelation of one image to another. This has proven to be a excellent way to align images automatically and thus is the method used for image tracking in the data collection. Focusing information can also be obtained using the cross-correlation of images. A method similar to many TEM's wobbler function can be used to determine the amount of defocus. Basically, the amount of image shift measured between a pair of images recorded with opposite signs of induced beam tilt is dependent on defocus. At perfect focus the image shift is zero between the beam tilted images. From this information and the focus calibration file, the defocus can be determined and adjusted accordingly.
More general functions. For a tomography system to be complete, additional functions which permit ease in scanning and aid in image analysis are needed. We have incorporated a stereo viewing function to automatically acquire stereo pairs of an image. To aid in recording larger areas than permitted by the limitations of the CCD field, a montage function has also been added. The montage function takes a series of partially overlapping views in order to construct a larger combined image. This can be done automatically by specifying either the required image shifts or the desired combined size. Later, a cross-correlation method is used to merge the overlapping images. The processing options that are available in EMACT include all those from Priism (Chen et al., 1996) , FFT, fast Fourier transforms and a MTF function which corrects the modulation transfer function of the CCD camera.
Automated Data Collection
Much consideration was given to the design of the automated tomography system. One concern was to make the system accessible to the general biological community so that within one training session, it would be possible for novice users to collect a reconstruction set virtually without supervision. At the same time, the design should include enough flexibility for more knowledgeable users to explore less standard approaches to data collection. Keeping all this in mind, a dedicated tomography application was created to handle most standard single-axis tomography collection schemes. For more complicated tomographic protocols, a macro or script execution file can be written using the available microscope command language to customize the collection scheme to a user's individual specification.
Dedicated tomography collection. As can be seen in Fig. 2A , data collection consists of a series of actions that are repeated for each tilt. The series begins with setting the angle by a given increment which is then followed by two focusing actions. Induced beam tilts are used to deduce the level of defocus. Focus is then set to the value indicated in the tomographic setup options. The focus action is repeated twice to attain an accuracy of 1% of the requested value. Normally, a sample is made as eucentric as possible so focusing can be performed before tracking of the image shift is needed. However, since perfect eucentricity cannot be attained due to specimen drift and the mechanical limits of the goniometer, tracking actions are required after a tilt is made to align the new image to the previous saved image. For this reason, two tracking steps are needed after focusing. As stated, cross-correlation is used for tracking the images in the tomography data collection; however, since the images are obtained at different tilts, a stretching factor is applied to the appropriate image to reduce the broadening of the correlation peak due to the difference in tilt angle. To maximize dynamic range, the optimal exposure for the final is predicted based on information from a previously measured tracking image. Finally the image is taken by two successive exposures which are compared to correct for random X-ray events and combined to minimize noise. Before writing out, one last cross-correlation of the image to the previously saved image is performed.
Functions to monitor the behavior of the data collection are embedded in the all of the collection routines. Values such as tilt, maximum or minimum intensity, and image shift displacements are all checked to make sure each of the values falls within an expected range; otherwise, an error message is sent and the data collection is paused until further operator instructions. The pause is arranged so that an action finishes before the data collection is temporarily stopped. This arrangement prevents leaving the microscope settings in a difficult to recover state. A log is provided to display all actions as they happen so that the operator can ascertain the reason for an error and take steps to rectify the problem. Problems can be dealt with either by using a function to resume the next action, in cases where the problem can be ignored, or by using a function which goes back to previous sections in order to redo their collection. The ''Redo'' function works by restoring the microscope conditions of the last ''good'' saved section by retrieving the pertinent information from the data file's extended header; this includes restoring the reference image used for tracking. Microscope and computer failures which can completely halt the data collection do happen occasionally. For such situations, a recovery function was installed to restore the reference section and all environment conditions to the last saved image.
Another action available within the tomography data collection procedure is a backtracking function. Normally the data collection sequence is set up so that the collection proceeds sequentially toward either the positive or negative tilt direction, starting with the 0°tilt. Once the highest tilt in one direction has been reached, data from the other direction, starting again at low tilt, needs to be obtained. The backtracking function quickly tracks an image from high tilts to low in relatively large tilt increments so that before further collection the image will start out well-aligned with the original 0°tilt. This routine drives the sample to a specified tilt, restores the im-
FIG. 2. (A) Outline of the sequence of steps for the data collection and reconstruction. (B) Tomography Data Collection
Bank. Each bank in the data collection specifies a series of actions to be taken within a given tilt range. The bank setup allows the user to rapidly select the order of actions from a menu pulldown indicated by the arrow. Whether the actions are monitored to look for potential errors is determined by the toggle buttons next to the selected action. Up to 10 banks can be specified.
age having the closest tilt and its corresponding microscope settings from the disc file. This is then used as the reference for determining the image alignment parameters. A focusing action is taken to determine the defocus adjustment parameters. These parameters are later added to the next tilt's recovered microscope settings before tracking and focusing parameters are again calculated.
How all these actions are arranged under one data collection scheme is shown by Fig. 2B , in which a ''bank'' organization is implemented. Each bank contains all the actions to be used in a collection for a specified tilt range. Depending on the sample, different tilt ranges may require different sets of actions to be carried out. Also within each bank, the monitoring functions for each action can be individually specified. The order of the banks starting from the lowest numbered bank sets the sequence in which the banks are invoked during data collection. Various options such as the ranges for the monitoring functions, target intensities, and preferred defocus are all set in the tomography options panel in the bank menu.
EMCAT (ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC COMPUTED AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY)
Once a data stack is collected, the tilt projection views making up the stack are processed to ensure that their alignment and mass density distribution are consistent with the 3D object from which they were derived. Only then can the entire set of tilt projection views be used to reconstruct a 3D model of the specimen. The EMCAT system was developed to consolidate, under one integrated environment, all processing steps necessary for the transformation of the original data stack into its reconstructed form. To maximize the automation of the processing steps, a pipeline was installed so that parameters and files created or modified in one module are automatically updated as input to the next module. Furthermore, each module was optimized so that the number of input parameters and files entered by the user are kept to a minimum. In the best case, only the name of the data stack, the approximate size and number of the beads used for alignment, and the reconstruction volume are strictly required. Options to switch to an interactive mode are also provided for in each module.
Three subsystems form the main body of EMCAT. STACKEDITOR manipulates data stack organization. EMBALIGN determines projection alignment parameters using fiducial markers. EMRECON calculates the parameters for mass density conversion, applies the parameters and runs the reconstructions.
STACKEDITOR
The STACKEDITOR function is designed for easy reorganization of the data file. Generally, data stacks are arranged sequentially by tilt angle and any undesired sections are removed from inclusion in the stack before the reconstruction processing begins. By specifying only tilt ranges, data stack names, and individual sections, the STACKEDITOR application will reorder tilt views, combine separate files, and remove unwanted sections to produce a single assembled file ready for the reconstruction process.
BALIGN
Gold beads placed on the surface of the specimen act as fiducial markers for calculating the alignment of the projection views. The general scheme of our alignment process is to (1) segment out all features in the entire data stack that possibly represent beads, (2) determine a set of bead locations in a reference tilted view, (3) locate bead-like features in the remaining views that correspond to the set of bead positions in the reference view, and (4) use the locations of the beads to perform a least-squares analysis of the alignment parameters for X-Y translation, magnification, and in plane rotation of the tilt axis. For those cases where beads are distinctly visualized throughout all tilts and are evenly but not too densely distributed, a complete automation of the alignment using the above scheme has been achieved. On the other hand, for situations in which bead conditions are less than optimal, a clear, simple, interactive approach is needed. The BALIGN subsystem accommodates the requirements of both scenarios by using the IVE to create an direct interplay between the tilt projection images and the graphical parameter representations. There are four modules: BEAD FINDER, BEAD MATCHER, BEAD CHASER, and BEAD ALIGN, plus a bead position editor PEdit that make up BALIGN subsystem.
BEAD FINDER. The purpose of this module is to locate the center of mass positions for all beads throughout the entire set of tilt projection views. The procedure for identifying beads involves first an assignment of a local contrast value for each pixel in the tilt projections (Fig. 3B) . Next, a subset of pixels with high local contrast values are used to create a binary image (Fig. 3C) . The threshold for acceptance into the subset is based on an estimate of the percentage of bead to non-bead area in the projection image. A border-walking segmentation algorithm is then employed to group contiguous pixels into objects. Each object is then evaluated for whether it meets area and shape criteria for distinguishing a bead. If an object satisfies all criteria, a potential bead is considered to be found and the center of mass position is calculated and stored.
BEAD MATCHER. Once a large pool of candidate bead positions are identified, a sorting process begins to match individual beads with their positions throughout the data stack. To accomplish this task, BEAD MATCHER uses a reference bead list, a set of bead positions found on one tilt section, and matches it, in all views, to corresponding positions found by BEAD FINDER. The reference bead list can be created automatically from BEAD FINDER's output of candidate bead positions for a single view or interactively using the PEdit utility to directly select a group of beads from a display of a single projection view. With the knowledge of the previous view's bead positions, a prediction for the pattern of positions in the next view is obtained. Displacement vectors from the predicted positions are calculated from measurements between each predicted position and all other predicted positions. These vectors are then compared to vectors obtained from the candidate positions found by the BEAD FINDER application for that view. If a candidate position matches a predicted position, a minimum residual should result from a squared difference vector comparison. By this method, all potential positions corresponding to actual bead positions can be found. Boundary conditions are also applied to reduce any false matching. The only requirements for this method are that the translational alignments between adjacent projections are small and that a rough estimate of the location of the tilt axis is known. The data collected under the automated system normally satisfies both these requirements.
B E A D C H A S E R .
U s u a l l y a f t e r B E A D MATCHER, enough beads positions are found throughout the entire data stack so that the alignment process in BEAD ALIGN can begin. However, there are cases in which not enough bead positions are found to align every view in the stack; for example when BEAD FINDER missed some bead positions or BEAD MATCHER failed to match a position. In these situations, BEAD CHASER is employed to vigorously search out the bead positions. The method again involves using a previous section's bead position to predict the corresponding bead position in the adjacent view. This time, however, a local search within a given radius of the predicted position is made for the bead, using either a cross-correlation peak method where a ideal bead image is used as a match filter or an adaptive amplitude threshold method of the type employed by BEAD FINDER but with more lenient size and shape criteria.
BEAD ALIGN. The alignment algorithm in BEAD ALIGN was originally based on the ALIGN program of Lawrence (1983 Lawrence ( , 1992 . A least-squares minimization of the bead positions using a conjugate gradient method is employed to obtain the parameters necessary to align the data stack. The algorithm does not require that each bead has its corresponding bead position located in every projection view; only that there is some overlap in bead positions in consecutive views and that at least five bead positions per view are available for the fitting. In the automated mode, the bead positions are directly obtained from the output of BEAD MATCHER. However, if improvement in the fitting is required, refinement of the bead positions through an interactive mode is available as well. The interactive mode uses tools provided by the IVE to couple a graphic representation of the fit for each bead position of every section to actual and theoretical located positions on the image display of the view. If poorly fit positions are selected in the graphics, the image is immediately updated to the view of the position and the position is indicated by a circle. The bead position can then be adjusted by moving the position marker, a cross, to a new place with the mouse. With the new positions, the alignment is refined again until the difference between the theoretical and actual positions is within a satisfactory threshold. The alignment parameters are written out to a parameter file and are not applied until all parameters used in the reconstruction are obtained.
EMRECON
The next step is to obtain the parameters to perform a mass normalization of the data, i.e., to convert the image intensity to a measure of mass density. Once calculated, these parameters, along with the alignment parameters, are applied to the original data stack before the actual reconstruction begins. One reconstruction method or a combination of methods is then chosen as a means to construct our 3D density map from the collected tilt data. EMRECON is the subsystem responsible for overseeing all these functions and a description of the modules that form EMRECON are detailed below.
MASSNORM. Mass normalization is essential for relating the observed image intensities to the object mass densities. A proper treatment for the conversion of mass density requires a clear understanding of the mechanism of image formation in the TEM for the relatively thick specimens used in tomography (Han et al., 1995) . Currently, we have assumed, to a first approximation, an absorption model for image formation, although in the future exit wave front reconstructions will be used as a means to properly treat the phase component for image formation (K. Han, manuscript in prepara-tion). Within this module, it is also important to correct for any beam intensity fluctuations that occurred during data collection as well as ensuring positivity of the projections for reconstruction methods where a positivity constraint is used. An example of the mass-normalized and aligned tilt projection is shown in Fig. 3D .
APPL PRM. This function applies the parameters obtained from the alignment and mass normalization calculations. Because parameters are stored, rather than applied immediately, a collection of intermediate files are not built up therefore saving disk space and processing time.
RECON. The reconstructions are now computed from the mass normalized and aligned data stack. We have two reconstruction algorithms: EWBP (Elliptically Weighted Back-Projection) which is a linear method, and TAPIR (Tomographic Alternating Projection Iterative Reconstruction) which is nonlinear and iterative. EWBP computes the weighted back-projection (WBP) reconstruction. Besides the conventional r-weighting function, EWBP contains an elliptical-square weighting function to allow for arbitrary projection tilting geometry and proper reconstruction scale (i.e., the scale of the reconstruction corresponds to that of the projections). The other reconstruction algorithm TAPIR uses an iterative method to compare the reconstruction with the original data while incorporating some boundary conditions. Simply, TAPIR tries to minimize the difference between the reconstruction and the projections with constraints such as positivity and Z-boundedness. Positivity and boundedness provide strong constraints for removing reconstruction artifacts due to the missing wedge (finite tilt range). TAPIR also attempts to minimize the limited detector problem which arises when the specimen area is larger than the detector. Figure 3E shows an example of one slice of the reconstructed volume of an isolated centrosome reconstructed using the EWBP elliptical-square weighting function.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that full automation of the tomographic process has essentially been attained. Convenient methods have been developed to make the automated tomography as straightforward and useful as possible. Much of the development depended on combining the entire process within a single software platform, the Image Visualization Environment. Through automation, tomography can now become a viable approach for the cell biologist to study subcellular structure at high resolution and in three dimensions. The convenience and speed of the automated system, now a 1-day event, increases the number of reconstructions that can be done, thus allowing the investigator the freedom to try many experiments which would otherwise be too time-consuming. The increase in number of reconstructions means also that statistically significant number of structures can be obtained adding to the validity of the data interpretation.
Further improvements to increase ease of use and to attain higher quality images for the reconstructions are in progress. One plan is to incorporate individual script files as a selection for the tomography banks in order to provide even more flexibility in the dedicated data collection schemes. An attempt will be made to use exit wave reconstructions to correct images for aberrations that affect image formation. To expand the reconstruction methods, a beadless alignment (W. Liu, unpublished) scheme is in development. To obtain the EMACT/EMCAT system, contact David Agard at agard@msg.ucsf.edu.
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